BBT Online at the ASEAN Tourism Forum 2019

HANGING OUT IN HA LONG BAY
From 14 to 18 January, our journalist Jonathan stayed in Vietnam’s mythical Ha Long Bay to attend
the ASEAN Tourism Forum 2019. This trade show was originally founded to put the ten different
ASEAN countries on the market as one varied destination. It is now on its 38th run. There would be
lots of one-on-one talks, lots of networking opportunities and hopefully lots of exploration of Ha
Long Bay and its incentive possibilities. Let’s find out how it went.
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I

’ve never felt more relieved after a flight than
when I finally landed in Hanoi. This includes shaky
touchdowns, flights with heavy turbulence and having
to sit next to a crying baby for the better part of a day.
Getting to Vietnam was quite the endeavour, and in the
end I almost didn’t make it. Usually when you register
for tradeshows like ATF, they’ll inform you well in
advance on your hosting status. This means you’ll have
ample time to book flights, get your visa and prepare.
Not this time. My application was sent somewhere this
summer and since Vietnam is a visa on arrival country
for EU citizens, I wasn’t worried in the least about any
trouble at customs.
Alas, a couple of months before the show we were
informed that all media delegates – our names were
already known to the authorities – had to get a special
journalist visa. We would be informed in due time on
how and where to get one. Close to a month before the
event and after writing a lot of worried emails to my

overworked TTG Asia contact in Singapore, I was told
we would be getting an official invitation letter we had
to take to the Vietnamese embassy.
When I finally got the letter it had the wrong entry
dates on it – this after sending them my flight dates
of course – which meant it was useless. For another
journalist, they had written down “ICELAND” instead
of “IRELAND” on it as her country of residence – well, I
guess they sound alike. She had to get two new letters
before they got it right. Eventually, a mere two weeks
before take-off, they mailed me a new one and told
me to just bring it with me to the airport. No embassy,
nothing to take care of.
So there I am, trying to board my plane in Amsterdam,
when suddenly two nice KLM ladies told me I could not
enter the plane because there were no official stamps
on my printed out invitation letter. No stamp meant no
entry to Vietnam they said, and no entry to Vietnam

meant a massive fine for KLM should they let me fly.
So the official authority in charge of the visa procedure
in Vietnam had not only sent us letters containing the
wrong dates and countries, but they had also forgotten
to stamp it. Luckily, charming and irresistible as I am,
I was able to bluff myself on the plane two minutes
before taking off, telling them I would take full financial
responsibility should something go wrong. If I hadn’t
taken that risk, my trip would have ended right there in
Amsterdam.
I made it to my stopover in Guangzhou as well
– Chinese officials can get scary sometimes, but
strangely they didn’t even check my letter – and
eventually arrived in Hanoi without any extra trouble.
At least one other journalist didn’t get this lucky. The
lady from “ICELAND” was stopped in Bangkok Airport
because of her acute lack of stamps and she missed
her flight. She had to wait there for the ATF people
to book her a new one, because should she book

the next one herself, “that would have been on her
own expense”. Quite outrageous isn’t it? Someone
makes you miss your flight because they screwed
up, and then tell you to wait there patiently or pay
for their mistake yourself. What an adventure it was.
Anyways, I made it to Vietnam and was guided through
customs exceptionally quickly – no stamps needed as
suspected. I even had time for my first egg coffee of
the trip before getting on the bus to Ha Long Bay. By
then I had already figured out that the organisation of
these ATF shows is very dependent on the work of the
country running it. The hands of TTG Asia in Singapore
– aka the people inviting all of the delegates – are
pretty much tied.

It’s a numbers game baby

Luckily, most other guests did not have to go through
an ordeal like mine and made it to the show without
any major accidents. ATF is not what you call a small
event. It’s a trade show aimed at promoting all ten
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ASEAN countries (Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao
PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, The Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam) as one collective destination.
ASEAN: The Power of One is the event’s slogan, and it
refers to the region as a melting pot of cultures that are
very different, but are inherently bonded by common
crossroads, history and a desire for touristic success.
The whole being bigger than the sum of its parts, so to
speak.
Almost 650 exhibitors were present, from 346
companies spread out over the ten destinations.
More than 350 buyers had preregistered to attend
the show. They came from 53 different countries and
close to half of them were European. No less than 145
media delegates were attending as well. They would
mainly spend their days with me, sitting in a stuffy,
windowless room listening to press briefings.

Venue of choice for all of this was QNEPEC (Quang
Ninh Exhibition of Planning and Expo Center): a
massive complex right next – and in my opinion a
little too close – to Ha Long Bay’s iconic and UNESCO
protected rock islands. So lots of delegates around,
which meant lots of potential business to be done. So
how did the show plan on stimulating this business?
We would soon find out.

Halong bye bye?

My first impression of Ha Long Bay was quite positive.
The sun was out and we had a nice view on the water
on the bus ride to the hotel. The place itself – the Sai
Gon Ha Long Hotel – felt a little bit old-fashioned in
the public areas but was otherwise perfectly fine: giant
rooms, a very cheap mini bar and super friendly staff.
Our first evening was spent on the Ha Long Princess
Cruise: a party/dinner ship waiting for us on the water
close to where the ferris wheel and the cable cars are.

Here are some images made on ATF’s opening and closing ceremony - sadly half of the delegates saw it on television

It turned out to be a very pleasant night, with lots of
networking opportunities to get to know the other
delegates, a nice locally themed buffet with great food,
and cocktails and beers aplenty. A great intro to the
official opening of the event tomorrow.
The next day, after a couple of rides through Ha
Long City, I started to notice the drawbacks of the
destination. They’re building dozens of extra hotels
here – they’re everywhere. The whole place is full of
buildings in scaffolding or buildings that look only half
finished and stand empty. No explanation was given
for all this. Close to our conference centre, they were
planning the construction of a giant new resort, right in
between the protected coastal islets.
They seem to be completely overdeveloping this
wonderful place, and seem to be targeting mass
tourism from China almost exclusively. I believe most
western tourists and groups would stay in or around
Hanoi, book a two day cruise in Ha Long Bay on a nice
ship and then drive straight back to the capital. Mainly

this is because the city itself is full of huge hotels but
otherwise has little or no authentic atmosphere, while
the bustling capital of the country is just a three hour
ride away.
On our last day, we finally got the opportunity to go
for a short boat trip on the bay. It didn’t fundamentally
change my opinion on the matter. It was only a brief
tour, so we probably just saw the busiest area, but
there were lots of large tourist boats on the water –
and this was low season.
We made one stop to visit an interesting cave. It was
packed with tourists and souvenir stalls. The area
around it was loud and crowded and the thrill of the
place was basically gone. This made me feel a bit sad.
Obviously Ha Long Bay and its limestone islets are a
natural wonder and you should still go and see it, but
book a very good tour operator who’s able to take you
to the quietest spots. Best book an overnight stay
and sleep on the ship. The danger of overtourism is
extremely real here, and if the further development of

“It’s more fun in The Philippines” is the country’s official slogan, and
looking at their late night function, they aren’t necessarily wrong

the destination is not carried out with extreme care
only, the magic of it might soon be gone for good.

Buyers on display

The greatest thing about the destination were its
people. The staff in all of the hotels was very friendly
and attentive. Lots of the venues were great too. The
FLC Halong Bay Resort for example – where most of
the gala functions were held – is a huge hotel with 260
separate villas. It looked perfect as a venue for large
functions.
The show did have its problems though. One of the
main ones was communication. No one seemed to
know exactly what to do at certain times, which left
the buyers to their own devices occasionally. The
opening gala was a good example of this. It came with
a show in the grand theatre next to the FLC. Sadly,
more than half of the buyers and journalists were sent
away at the door without further explanation. ‘No, no,
you’re not supposed to be here sir, go to the hotel.’
Apparently the hall was way too small to accommodate

everyone, which meant that more than half the crowd
was watching the opening ceremony on a couple of
televisions over a buffet in the next building. Not what
you call an unforgettable experience and not the right
way to treat your buyers – aka the people bringing in
the business.
The closing ceremony was another good example.
Usually, this evening is used to provide everyone with
a last chance to have some more networking talks
and to get things straight. But here, everyone was
just seated in a dark theatre room with a bottle of
water, watching the show in silence. The first rows
were completely filled out with political figures who
were all thanked separately and on multiple occasions.
It was only when I saw the whole thing was being
televised that it dawned on me. This whole evening
was not about getting travel business to the country,
but about showing the public they had gotten a lot of
important people to Ha Long Bay. Everyone was simply
on display, and that is not the best feeling to have. A
missed opportunity if there ever was one.

How it should be done

The only other actual good networking event besides
the opening night on the ship was organised by The
Philippines. They were hosting a late night function on
the second to last day of the show, and although half of
the delegates had decided not to come, it was a night
to remember.
Everyone was in the same room – that’s a start – and
outside there was ample space to talk or do business.
There was a walking dinner with lots of little bites, so
everyone could just walk around at ease and mingle.
There were drinks aplenty. There were enthusiastic
live performances and a big dance floor to enjoy. The
suppliers actually came up to you to welcome you and
to have a chat, and there was a lucky draw with lots of
impressive prizes. If I remember correctly, the main one
was an all-in seven day trip through the country. This
is how you impress guests and sell your destination.
This is how you make a memorable impression. This is
how you win hearts and send your potential customers
home with an actual experience.

Vietnam’s potential as a destination for MICE is
huge, and if you find yourself a good DMC, I’m sure
you can organise incredible things here. Does this
mean they are ready for large events in Ha Long Bay?
After attending this show I couldn’t really give you a
straightforward answer.
Too many things went slightly wrong and there was
too little communication throughout to give me enough
confidence to say ‘yes they can’. If I was running a
medical association and I had to organise a 1,000 pax
congress, I might think twice about bringing my event
here after being at this show. It’s too bad and it pains
me to say it, because the place obviously has the
potential to be able to handle events on this scale. All
in due time I guess, but there are still some things to be
fine-tuned.

Publshed on www.bbtonline.eu in March 2019.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

Don’t forget to drop by Hanoi while in Vietnam: incredibly busy, but
lively and interesting city

